
 Gavin Wood, founder of polkadot

 is stepping down as CEO of Parity  

technologies

 New developments may tip

the scales of the Ripple case

 Pancakeswap prepares to

expand to other networks

 Binance  obtains a license

from the country of Cyprus

 Huobi removes trading fees

on 11 USDD currency pairs

 News that may threaten

t h e  p r i c e  o f  A X S  c o i n
  Tesla is still holding
Bitcoin

 The Long awaited APT coin has finally launched this week
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Can Coinbase Save USDC?

 HuobiGlobal platform announces removal of

 trading fees for USDD currency pairs

 Coinbase announced that it will start offering USDC conversion

service to non-US Dollar currencies for free

 The Exchanhe justified its decision by  asserting that USDC's

 Tradimg Volume against non-dollar currencies is three times the

volume of trading against the U.S. dollar

 Huobi has announced that the trading fee for the following 

  currency pairs against USDD will be 0% until the end of the year:

BTC                           ETH              APT           TRX                USDC

USDT                         BTT             JST               SUNWIN NFT           

One of Aptos's biggest wallets

discovers a bug in its system

 T h e  f o u n d e r  o f  t h e  P o l k a d o t

network gives up his position as CEO

 Starting in November, Brazilians will

 be able to convert USDT currencies

 into their local currency with 24,000

 ATMs

The  Aptos  team d iscovered  a  bug  in  Petra 

 wallet,so  when the user created a new account

 from his current account,an incorrect Seed phrase

was shown

 Which means the user cannot restore his address

using the Seed Phrase shown

Petra fixed the issue by launching a wallet update

 Gavin Wood has announced that he will Steps

 down as CEO of Parity Technologies, the company

that Developed  Polkadot and Kusama networks

 Gavin justified his decision by sayin he didn’t

 d e s i r e  t h e  p o s i t i o n  a n d  d i d  n o t  f i n d  a n y

happiness in it

 Tether has announced that a Brazilian

 company will begin offering payments

 ,services using cryptocurrencies 

including USDT.

The service will begin next November 3.
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Developments may flip the balance of Ripple's case 

Pancakeswap plans to launch on the Aptos network. 

Ripple's legal counsel announced that after 18 months and 6 court orders,the Hinman documents are in the 

 possession of the Ripple team. He stressed that obtaining these documents is worth the effort because it  

 strengthens Ripple's legal argument. William Hinman is the former chairman of the securities committee

 (SEC) .  The Documents obtained by Ripple include emails, internal correspondence and the text of his 2018

speech in which he spoke about cryptocurrencies in which he asserted that they weren’t considered 

 securities. It is worth noting that, commenting on the news, Ripple's Executive Director stated that the 

 belief that the Securities Commission cares about transparency and clarity is completely wrong and added

 that when the Truth emerges, their shameful actions will be revealed

Elon Musk responded to it in a tweet that some believe is supportive.

October 21, the Pancakeswap governance community will vote on a proposal to support the Aptos network.

 As BNB Chain's leading decentralized trading platform, Pancakeswap seeks to take the opportunity to lead

 the Aptos network as well . Voting ends on October 23.
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Beware if you own AXS Coin

Can PancakeSwap 

compete with Uniswap? 

 Binance has been granted a license

 to  provide cryptocurrency services

in Cyprus

 European Digital Bank N26 announces

 the introduction of a cryptocurrency

trading service for 100 currencies

 BnB Chain's leading decentralized trading 

Exchange has announced an expansion to 

Ethereum. 

 Moreover, Pancakeswap is preparing to support

other networks in the future

 Binance now has licenses in four

European countries and they are

Spain      Italy    Cyprus   France    

 The bank has announced its entry into the world of cryptocurrencies through

the launch of the N26 Crypto service, which will allow customers to buy and sell 

 cryptocurrencies through their bank accountThe service will be launched in

 Austria initially It is worth mentioning that the transaction fees on the platform

will be 2.5% or 25 times the fee for regular trading Exchanges

In less than a week 21,543,000 AXS will be unlocked into the market

 On October 25, 21,543,000 of AXS' coin, valued by more than $225 million, will be unlocked

Coins will be distributed as follows:

Team – 5,737,500 AXS                                       Staking Rewards – 4,893,750 AXS                                         Play to Earn  – 4,725,000 AXS

Advisors – 2,501,750 AXS                                  Private Sale– 1,997,500 AXS                                                    Ecosystem Fund – 1,687,500 AXS
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Tesla still holds $218 million in bitcoin

Tesla released its third-quarter financial report for 2022.

In which it was found that the company still held Bitcoin

this  comes after it sold nearly $1 billion of Bitcoin in the second quarter of 2022

 South Korea is seeking to use the

 blockchain to provide a digital

identity service

 Ripple is seeking to launch an

 XRPL side-chain compatible

with the Ethereum ecosystem

 A miner captured 80% of

 the Bitcoin SV network's

hashrate

South Korea blockchain selection comes 

because it wants to provide privacy for its  

 citizens as a decentralized blockchain network will 

be used to prevent the government from accessing 

citizens ' information South Korea plans to launch  

theservice in 2024 

Ripple has announced the start of the beta

phase to launch an Ethereum Virtual Machine  

 compatible XRPL networkThis step for the XRPL

 network will allow for expansion in DeFi and will

 open the way for dApps projects to support the

XRPL network

 Many noticed that the miners was mining 

  empty blocks of transactions to earn block rewards

 The miner collected collected 9,000 BSV. So the 

 Bitcoin Association has asked platforms and

Nodes to prevent the miner from disposing of BSV 

 cryptocurrencies 
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Ripple supports NFT projects with 250 million

APT the currency that made a fuss in crypto this week!

The Aptos network launched  APT coin this week-APT is the currency of the Aptos net-

 work and is a first-layer blockchain networkUnlike the usual blockchain networks, Aptos

uses Move, a programming language developed by Facebook

But what is the hype all about?

There are many reasons but we will focus on two

The first is the project team

 The project team consists of Mo Shaikh and Avery Ching who worked on Facebook's

Libra project

 After the project was stopped, they decided to complete their work by launching their

own project

Which attracted investment funds for the project

 Prior to the launch of the network or coin, the project was able to raise $350 million by

the leading Venture capital  names such as FTX, Binance, a16z, and others

According to Crunchbase, the number of investors in the project is 24 different 

companies 

The second thing is the performance of the network

When Solana launched in 2020, many called it the Ethereum killer

Likewise, many called Aptos a Solana killer because Aptos claims it can handle 160 thou-

sand transactions per second

It also claims transactions can be processed faster than solana by twice

 So far the use of the network is very little, with the number of transactions per second

 reaching nearly 4, but Aptos confirmed that this is particularly normal and that the

currency has not opened trading on it so far

APT coin

The total APT’s initial Supply is 1,000,000,000

The total will be divided into four categories

community 51.02%

major shareholders 19%

Aptos Foundation 16.5%

investors 13.48%

 AptosFoundation announced  Airdrop for

APT currency!

APTs were distributed to 110,235 people 20,076,150

Airdrop ranges between 150~300 APT

Eligible people can receive Airdrop until October 25

 The EU Commission today released a plan to

 address the energy challenges that Europe

faces due to dependence on Russia fuel

 In his first media appearance since his arrest

 warrant was issued, Do Kwon stated that the 

accusations against him were politically motivated

 The Texas State Securities Commission is

investigating the FTX US

 Increasing the rate of difficulty of bitcoin mining

delays  the  process ing  of  one  b lock  by  about 

an hour and a half 

 As XRPL Network is preparing to support NFTs soon,

 Ripple has decided to allocate $250 million from the

 Web3 Creators Fund to support projects that use NFTs

for entertainment and multimedia

 The Commission stressed that EU countries must 

 prepare to stop cryptocurrency mining activities in

case the energy crisis deteriorates

 Do Kwon stressed that the financial authorities in

 Korea have exceeded their limits by prosecuting and

 charging Do Kwon because the Korean government

has not classified cryptocurrencies as securities

 The Texas Secur it ies  Commission began 

investigating FTX, which claims that the plat-

form offers unregistered securities products

Blocks are usually processed on the Bitcoin network 

every 10 minutes But this week it took about 85 minute 

 to process the blocks This coincides with the rate of difficulty of

bitcoin mining reaching a historic peak last week
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 After the disappointing implementation of the LUNC burn tax, the LUNC

community agrees to reduce the tax to 0.2%

What is the reason for the failure of the burn Tax?!

 Before the burn tax was

 activated, the average

 daily transaction volume

 of the LUNC network was

approximately 

billion $195 

 But after the tax was

 applied, the volume 

 decreased to about $20

billion LUNC

Which is a 90% decrease.
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But why trading? 

 platforms don’t apply 

 the tax The reason is

 very simple, the tax is

 not in the interest of

traders or platforms

 If you own 100 LUNC 

 and make 100 buy and

 sell orders,  you would

be left with 30.1 Lunc left

 The reason why trading volume

 is so low is because the burn

 tax discourages the use of the

 network Although 1.2% may be

 a small percentage for some,

 but with the increasing use of

 the network, it accumulates to

become very expensive

In addition, lower trading

volume reduces the

profits of Validatos who rely on  

transaction fees As this 

 decline continues, we may

see the departure of network 

 auditors who play an essential 

role in the work of the network

 Looking at the achievements

 of the burn tax, we see that the 

 total LUNC coins that were

burned is 22,482,841,062

Which is  equivalent

to $5.6 million 

 None of the trading platforms

 applied a burn tax to trading

 operations But some platforms

like Binance have taken the 

initiative to burn trading fees

 Although trading fees account

 for less than 10% of the burn

tax that the LUNC community 

 wishes to apply, the platforms 

have contributed 45% of the 

total burned currency .
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 Ranking of Blockchain networks according to the growth rate of

addresses during 2022

 Middle East & North Africa  Countries by Cryptocurrency Value

 Received July 2021 - june 2022

Optimism chain recorded a growth rate of more than 1050%, the highest growth rate of the year
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Nft and the real estate market
 NFT has dominated the Crypto field for a large period of time recently, not just for traders and investors, but

for the general public

From the statistics, we see that nfts were able to attract the attention of the public as the most famous appli-

cation of the crypto field

But it seems that the uses of NFT are starting to change from what they started with

 Looking at the NFT market over the past two years, we see that the NFT Collection of cartoon characters and

graphics have dominated the field of NFT

Which led some to believe that this is all that NFT can offer

But as we can see now, it’s clear that the hype around NFT images has dropped a lot and the crypto communi-

ty has started to use NFTs in other practical applications
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One of the most notable applications of NFT technology is real estate

 The crypto community has always talked about applying tokenizing real estate as NFTs to facilitate its trading

and owning experience

But the idea has not been properly implemented before yet

It seems that we are on the verge of changing this situation

Roofstock sold the first home as NFT on blockchain

The house at 149 Cottage Lake Way colombia, South Carolina was tokenized

But how was the house Tokenized?

 If you look at any of the NFTs like BAyc for example; You’ll see that it’s not just an image

The image is the least valuable thing in the NFT!

 The thing that gives NFT value is MetaData; which is the data that describes NFT and its scarcity and its unique

characteristics

Without this metadata the image becomes worthless and so does the picture of the house

Through Metadata, Rootstock included all home data in the form of nft

The ERC-721 technology was used in creating the NFT and therefore a smart NFT contract was created

 But let’s talk realistically about what’s the motivation for buying a home as NFT? Especially given the 

uncertainties many have about the effectiveness of technology?

 Adam Splinkoff, the person who bought the house, answered this question, explaining that the traditional

selling process is complicated and expensive

But conversely, the experience of buying the property with NFTs was easier and faster

It is worth mentioning that many real estate companies are seeking to enter Web3 and use these technologies

 for example; In the Arab region, one of the largest real estate developers Damac has used the metaverse in its

operations and started using digital currencies in its trading operations
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